SOCIETY NEWS
BURSARY AWARDS FOR 2007
The Council is pleased to announce
its bursary awards for 2007.
Senior Bursaries have been
awarded to Alberto Perez-Huerta
(University of Glasgow), Mike
Widdowson (The Open University),
Robert Hough (CSIRO, Australia),
Ralf Gertisser (Keele University),
Nick Pearce (The University of
Wales, Aberystwyth) and Stephen
Self (The Open University).

www.minersoc.org

Mineralogical Society of
Great Britain and Ireland

Details on the Society’s bursary
programme can be found on the
website www.minersoc.org/
pages/awards/awards.html

MINERALOGICAL MAGAZINE — MANUSCRIPT
E-SUBMISSION AND TRACKING GOES LIVE

FROM THE PRESIDENT

Welcome to Frontiers 2007

Ben Harte

Student Bursaries have been
awarded to Sally Morgan
(University of Leeds), Hong Phuc
Vu (University of Leeds) and
Victoria Vry (Imperial College).

In mid-March, online submission and tracking

This month the MinSoc is very pleased to be
hosting the Frontiers in Mineral Sciences meeting in Cambridge, UK (26–28 June). This meeting
will be the first joint meeting of the mineralogical societies of the USA, Canada, France and
Great Britain & Ireland. The initial concept for
the meeting was developed when Michael Carpenter and David Price were the presidents of
MSA and MinSoc, respectively, and it quickly
grew to embrace MAC and SFMC. The meeting
will cover all aspects of mineralogy and associated studies in petrology and geochemistry, and
it has been a great pleasure to see the interest this
unique venture has generated – the meeting rapidly became fully subscribed, with over 350 participants.

In addition to the scientific interest, MinSoc feels assured the occasion
will be pleasant in all respects since it is taking place in Cambridge in
summer. Participants will have the opportunity to savour pleasures such
as walking round the Cambridge colleges and punting on the river Cam.
The conference dinner and medal presentations will take place in the
Fellows’ Garden in Magdalene College. MinSoc is pleased to acknowledge
Michael Carpenter as initiator and principal Cambridge organiser of the
conference. We look forward to seeing all participants at the end of June.
Ben Harte
President, Mineralogical Society
of Great Britain and Ireland

live. In order to submit your paper to the
journal, please go to www.minersoc.org/
pages/e_journals/minmag.html and click on
the “Submit” button. The new system will
enable more rapid turnaround of manuscripts
and will allow authors to check progress.

CONTENTS OF THE JUNE 2007
ISSUE OF CLAY MINERALS

n Clay mineral genesis and chemical evolution in the Miocene
sediments of Somosaguas,
Madrid basin, Spain
O FESHAKARI, E GARCIA-ROMERO,
J CUEVAS-GONZALEZ AND N
LOPEZ-MARTINEZ
n Synthesis of ZSM-5 on kaolin
microspheres without organic
amine template
SHU-HONG SUN, JIAN-TAI MA,
XIONG-HOU GAO

n Brazil Capim Basin
kaolin mining, processing
and applications
HH MURRAY, C ALVES
AND CH BASTOS)

n Identification and characterisation of iron-rich smectites in
Camlica region of West Turkey
Y SEKI AND K YURDAKOC

Peter Kelemen – Hallimond Lecturer 2007

n Land erosion and associated
evolution of clay mineral
assemblages from soils to
artificial lakes in two distinct
climatic regimes in Portugal
and Brazil
R FONSECA, FJAS BARRIGA
AND K TAZAKI

Peter Kelemen of Columbia University will
be giving the Hallimond Lecture at the
Frontiers meeting on Tuesday 26 June. His
talk, entitled “Feedback Mechanisms in
Reactive Fluid Transport: Field Examples
and Simple Models”, is based on his extensive work in the field of reactive fluid transport. His studies are concerned with the
genesis and evolution of the Earth’s crust in
ocean basins, arcs and continents. He brings
the perspective that reactions between melt
and rock during transport through the
upper mantle are as important as melting, mixing and crystal fractionation processes in producing different crustal bulk compositions
in different tectonic settings.
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of manuscripts to Mineralogical Magazine went

n Surface modification of
bentonites. V. Sol-gel transitions of calcium montmorillonite in the presence of endcapped poly(ethylene oxides)
G LAGALY AND S ZEISNER
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n Thermally induced mineral
and chemical transformations
in marls around a basaltic
dyke (Perthus Pass, southern
Massif Central) – possible
long-term implications as
natural analogue of nuclear
waste disposal
C HENRY, J-Y BOISSON, A
BOUCHET AND A MEUNIER
n Evaluation of selected kaolin
clays as a raw material for the
Turkish cement and concrete
industry
A ARAS, M ALBAYRAK, M ARIKAN
AND K SOBELEV
n R ≥1 type illite-smectite
formation at near-surface
temperatures
A SANDLER AND H SAAR
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